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ABSTRACT In recent years, with the increase of computer computing power, Deep Learning has begun to
be favored. Its learning of non-linear feature combinations has played a role that traditional machine learning
cannot reach in almost every field. The application of Deep Learning has also driven the advancement
of Factorization Machine (FM) in the field of recommendation systems, because Deep Learning and FM
can learn high-order and low-order features combinations respectively, and FM’s hidden vector system
enables it to learn information from sparse data. The integration of them has attracted the attention of
many scholars. They have researched many classic models such as Factorization-supported Neural Network
(FNN), Product-based Neural Networks (PNN), Inner PNN (IPNN), Wide&Deep, Deep&Cross, DeepFM,
etc. for the Click-Through-Rate (CTR) problem, and their performance is getting better and better. This
kind of model is also suitable for agriculture, meteorology, disease prediction and other fields due to the
above advantages. Based on the DeepFMmodel, we predicts the incidence of hepatitis in each sample in the
structured disease prediction data of the 2020 Artificial Intelligence Challenge Preliminary Competition,
and make minor improvements and parameter adjustments to DeepFM. Compared with other models,
the improved DeepFM has excellent performance in AUC. This research can be applied to electronic medical
records to reduce the workload of doctors and make doctors focus on the samples with higher predicted
incidence rates. For some changing data, such as blood pressure, height, weight, cholesterol, etc., we can
introduce the Internet of Medical Things (IoMT). IoMT’s sensors can be used to conduct transmission to
ensure that the disease can be predicted in time, just in case. After joining IoMT, a healthcare system is
formed, which is superior in forecasting and time performance.

INDEX TERMS Deep learning, factorization machine, hepatitis, Internet of Medical Things.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the 1950s and 1960s, neural networks were proposed.
Inspired by human brain neurons, this model consists of mul-
tiple neurons that receive and process signals from connected
neurons/nodes. Each neuron receives one or more inputs to
change its internal state (activation) [1]. The learning pro-
cess of this model is: each input is multiplied by a weight
and transmitted to the neuron. After that, the current neuron
calculates the sum of all the inputs including the bias values,
and through the activation function for nonlinear conversion
and output. Follow these steps to the next neuron [2]. After
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completing the forward propagation step above, then back
propagation [3], calculate the error of each weight parameter
and subtract the corresponding error, repeat these steps sev-
eral times to learn. This structure is shown in Fig. 1, including
an input layer, one or more hidden layers, and an output
layer [4]. The input layer receives input features, then the
hidden layers perform a series of nonlinear transformations,
and the output layer outputs the final result.

The multi-layer neural network can learn any function with
arbitrary precision. But the computing power of computers
at that time was not powerful, and the Graphics Process-
ing Unit (GPU) did not appear. Until recent years, after
the hardware was satisfied, Deep Neural Networks (DNN),
or Deep Learning, began to take the stage due to its powerful
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FIGURE 1. Neural Network diagram.

learning capabilities. Deep Learning has good adaptability to
structured and unstructured data. Therefore, many scholars
aim at this feature and apply it to recommendation system [5],
medicine, and other aspects.
With the application and popularization of Deep Learn-

ing, Factorization Machine (FM) has also been developed.
FM was first proposed by Rendle in 2010. This is a super-
vised learning model [6], which combines the advantages of
matrix factorization and support vector machines (SVM) [7].
It is similar to learning methods such as Logistic Regression
and SVM [8]. The difference is that FM uses decomposi-
tion interactions between hidden variables, which can better
mine the feature combination information of second order or
above, and can achieve better results in the case of sparse
data [9], [10]. FM was first applied to Click-Through-Rate
(CTR) prediction in the recommendation system [56] to mine
the combination of features behind users’ click behavior.
Many scholars have made many improvements based on
FM. For example, Field-aware Factorization Machine (FFM)
introduced the concept of field, that the features with the
same features are grouped into a field, and each field’s fea-
ture interact with those of other fields to varying degrees.,
These field information will be fully utilized [11], but the
model complexity is O(kn2+kn), k is the latent vector length,
n is the number of features; Field-weighted Factorization
Machine (FwFM) solves the problem of parameter explosion
caused by the multiplication of the number of parameters,
features, and fields in FFM, which introduces the interactive
strength weight of the field and learns the hidden vector [12].
The above two are applicable to the situation where there are
too many attributes and their eigenvalues. For the hierarchi-
cal relationship between context features, such as inclusion
and dependence between attributes, User Weight Factoriza-
tion Machine (UW-FM), Item Weight Factorization Machine
(IW-FM ) model, Category Weight Factorization Machine
(CW-FM) model, Hierarchical Importance-aware Factoriza-
tionMachine (HIFM), etc. can play a role. For the case where
the attributes are independent of each other, it is better to
use the basic FM to avoid the model being too complicated.
The data used in this article are basically independent of

each other, so FM is used as the model of low-level feature
combination.

In many cases, FM only involves second-order feature
interaction, which is a shallow model, but in real life data is
often highly nonlinear, as is the case with recommendation
systems. High-order feature interaction is essential for good
performance [13]. Although theoretically FM can fit high-
order feature combinations, such calculations are too large,
and time complexity and storage space consumption will
explode. If the feature combination is performed manually,
there are the following shortcomings: first, it requires experts
in related fields to spend a lot of time to study the rela-
tionship of related features, which is time-consuming and
laborious, especially when the number of features is more
than several hundred. Second, for large-scale prediction sys-
tems, the amount of data is huge, manual feature extraction is
unrealistic. Third, it is impossible to generalize features inter-
action that is not in training [14]. Therefore, Deep Learning
can be added for automatic learning of high-level features
combinations, which is one of its advantages over tradi-
tional machine learning. Correspondingly, there are various
researches that combine FM with deep learning models, such
as Factorization-supported Neural Network (FNN), Product-
based Neural Network (PNN), Wide&Deep, Deep&Cross,
DeepFM, etc., which will be introduced in detail below.

However, in practical applications, some features are
not static. Collecting these data in a timely manner and
re-forecasting can reduce the occurrence of risks. With the
remarkable advancement in smart sensors, cloud comput-
ing technologies and internet of things (IoT), the concept
of smart healthcare has revolutionized the entire healthcare
industry. To tackle massive amount of real time health data,
IoT has given viable solutions. The convergence of IoT with
Artificial Intelligence (AI) has transformed the healthcare
industry by employing state of the art techniques like Deep
Learning, cloud, fog and edge computing etc. The massive
amount of medical data can now be leveraged using advanced
AI techniques to provide intelligent, accurate and real-time
healthcare services. AI together with IoT has also provided
great smart personalized healthcare solutions based on the
deep insights of the medical data. IoT technologies has also
provided huge storage and powerful computing capabilities
for processing big data.

The concept of the Internet of Medical Things (IoMT)
needs to be introduced here. The Internet of Things is a
technology mode for quickly acquiring remote information
through modern wireless communication technology [15],
which aims to ‘‘connect all things’’, that is, in an environment,
all people and things, things and things are connected through
the network. This technology is based on the information
collected by ubiquitous devices such as sensors, software
platforms, and mobile phones to achieve communication and
collaboration between objects [16]. Due to the above charac-
teristics, the Internet of Things can be applied to medicine,
that is, IoMT, which monitors the health of users by track-
ing the health records of patients [17], captures abnormal
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situations, and reminds users of their own health risks.
Wearable sensors are now generally used to collect specific
data from the body [18], such as blood sugar levels, exer-
cise, weight, blood pressure, etc., and then transmitted to
the cloud for cloud computing, or edge computing locally
or fog computing on a virtual platform in order to real-
ize the application. Edge computing has also helped realize
cognitive IoT frameworks [19]. In recent years, the appli-
cation of IoMT has been on the rise [20]. The combina-
tion of Deep Learning and IoMT has become one of the
current hot spots. Many scholars have conducted research
on the combination of the two and have obtained many
results.
We will use DeepFM to predict the incidence of hepatitis

on structured disease data, and make micro-improvements
and parameter adjustments to make it more in line with
the actual learning situation, and compare it with Logistic
Regression, DNN, FNN and PNN algorithms in Area Under
the Curve (AUC) and Logistic Loss evaluation indicators.
In addition, a timely prediction scheme of Internet of Things
combined with edge computing is proposed, so as to realize
the combination of DeepFM and IoMT and form a basic
healthcare system.
This article will make the following arrangements:

Section 2 will briefly introduce the application of Deep
Learning and the IoT and FM in diseases, and list the devel-
opment history of the integration of Deep Learning models
and FM models, thus leading to the conclusion that the com-
bination of Deep Learning, IoT and FM has a substantial
effect on the medical industry; Section 3 introduces and
explains the DeepFM model and the improvement of the
weight hyper-parameters in this article, and the combination
with IoMT; Section 4 explains the data used, evaluation
indicators, parameter optimization and experiment results;
Section 5 draws conclusions.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. THE APPLICATION OF DEEP LEARNING AND THE IOT

IN HEALTHCARE AND MEDICINE

Deep Neural Networks does have a good application in
medicine and smart healthcare. It has good adaptability in the
analysis of multimodal healthcare data (image, text, speech,
structured data) [21], [60], [62] in a smart connected health-
care domain [61]. Sumit Sharma et al. have proposed Recur-
rent Neural Network (RNN)-based Alzheimer’s prediction
scheme that uses trigger-based sensors to collect sensorimo-
tor data in the Internet of Health (IoH) [57], [58] ecosystem,
which is nearly 10-20% more accurate than existing machine
learning algorithms [22]. Hossain proposed a cloud-based
patent and health monitoring model in the cyber physical
environment, which has high efficiency and accuracy [23];
Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) and IoT are
used in oral cancer image classification. It can achieve 96.8%
accuracy and 92% sensitivity [24]. In order to protect patient
privacy, Xiang Wu et al. proposed a medical big data privacy
protection platform based on the IoT to facilitate the safe

sharing of medical data [25]. Therefore, it is feasible to apply
Deep Learning and the IoT to medicine.

B. DEVELOPMENT OF FM AND DEEP LEARNING

INTEGRATED MODEL

In 2016, Zhang et al. proposed FNN. This model performs
FM preprocessing and initialization of the original features in
the embedding layer, and then inputs the DNN for learning,
so it is limited by the ability of FM [26]. In the same year,
Qu et al. introduced the product layer between the embed-
ding layer and the full connection layer, that is, adding the
function of pair crossing when embedding features, and pro-
posed PNN, which helps to highlight the interaction between
different features, but may ignore the valuable information
contained in the original vectors [27]. However, the former
two have a common shortcoming: low-level feature inter-
actions cannot make reasonable contributions to the model.
Only high-level feature interactions will be transmitted to the
output layer [26]. But it is also necessary to capture low-
level feature interactions information. That broad and deep
learning is better at solving regression and classification prob-
lems. It integrates wide learning units and deep learning units.
The wide learning units are generalized linear models com-
posed of single-layer perceptions. The deep learning units are
multi-layer perceptions, which are respectively responsible
for learning from historical data and creating abstract repre-
sentations [28].So Google proposed the Wide&Deep model
in 2016, which is divided into two parts: width and deep part.
Width part is the width model, based on Generalized Linear
Models, and the mathematical formula is:

ywide = wT x+ b (1)

Among them, x is the feature vector, w is the weight matrix,
b is the bias term, x includes the original features and some
feature interactions selected by humans; the depth part uses
DNN, which focuses on automatically constructing features.
The mathematical formula is:

a(l+1) = σ (W(l)a(l) + b(l)) (2)

l is the number of layers, σ is the activation function, a(l),
W(l), b(l) are the input vector, weight parameter matrix, and
deviation of the layer l, respectively.
However, the features of the width part need to bemanually

designed because it will directly participate in the prediction.
If the structure of this part is not accurate, it will affect
the accuracy of the entire model [29]. Deep&Cross and
Wide&Deep share a similar framework [30], but it uses a
residual network instead of a width model to obtain low-level
interactive information. But whether it is Wide&Deep or
Deep&Cross, the width and depth parts require different
inputs. Neural Factorization Machine (NFM) uses a frame-
work similar to Wide&Deep. It seamlessly combines the
advantages of neural networks and factorization machines.
It not only depicts the linear interaction between features,
but also simulates the nonlinear high-order feature interaction
between them [31], but the second-order feature interaction
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of this model is used as the input of the depth part. DeepFM
is similar to NFM in that its width and depth parts share the
same input, and the first-order features and the interaction of
second-order and high-order features will be simultaneously
input to the output layer. Pre-training and feature engineering
are not required [32]. Experiments show that the performance
of DeepFM is better than those of the models mentioned
above.

C. MEDICAL APPLICATIONS OF FM MODELS

FM, the integrated model of FM and Deep Learning are
mainly used for recommendation systems, especially CTR
problems. Many features in this type of data are discrete [29],
and are very sparse after one-hot encoding. Other fields also
have the same features, so many scholars have applied FM,
DeepFM, etc. to other fields such as agriculture, meteorol-
ogy [33], andmedicine, and achieved good results. FM and its
derivative algorithms are rarely studied in the medical field,
but there are a few research results.
Makoto Yamada et al. proposed Convex Factorization

Machine (CFM) model based on FM to predict drug toxicity.
This problem is optimized as a semi-definite programming
problem to find the global optimal solution [34]; With Deep
Learning models, it’s going to work really well. Yanghua Fan
et al. applied DeepFM to predict the recurrence of Cushing’s
disease after transsphenoidal surgery, and used 354 patients
in Peking Union Medical College Hospital to predict recur-
rence and obtained the highest AUC value (0.869). And the
lowest Logistic Loss value (0.256), which exceeds models
such as Multilayer Perception (MLP), Logistic Regression
(LR), Gradient Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT), Adaboost
and PNN [35].
Combined with these studies, it is of innovative signifi-

cance to apply the combination of Deep Learning, IoT and
FM to medicine.

III. MODEL INTRODUCTION

The DeepFMmodel consists of two parts: the FM component
and the Deep component, which implement low-order and
high-order feature interactions, respectively.
The FM component adds a second-order feature interaction

based on the linear model, and the formula is [36]:

yFM = w0 +
∑n

i=1
wixi +

∑n−1

i=1

∑n

j=i+1
wijxixj (3)

The first two items are the linear model part, and the last
item is the second-order feature interaction part. w0 is the
bias term, xi represents the i-th component of the feature
vector x, wi represents the parameter of the i-th feature, and
wij represents the parameter multiplied by the i-th and j-th
features.

Categorical data is divided into three types: nominal,
ordered, and distanced. For nominal variables, each value
cannot be calculated and compared. Therefore, it is usu-
ally necessary to perform one-hot encoding for discrete fea-
tures [37], which cause data to be particularly sparse. When

the values of a series of discrete data are very large, such
as 1 million, after one-hot, the feature space increases by
one million dimensions, and the data will too sparse. In the
second-order feature combination part, the data is too sparse
and it will be impossible to learn wij. In order to solve the
above problems, an implicit vector vi=(vi1, vi2,.., vik )(k is a
hyper-parameter) is introduced for each feature of the compo-
nent and replaced wij with vi vTj . At this time, the solution of
wij is transformed into the solution of vi and vj. The formula
is now converted to [38]:

yFM = w0 +
∑n

i=1
wixi +

∑n−1

i=1

∑n

j=i+1
〈vi, vj〉xixj (4)

It can be transformed, the time complexity is reduced from
O(kn2) to O(kn)[39], the transformation process is as follows:
∑n−1

i=1

∑n

j=i
〈vi, vj〉xixj

=
1

2

∑n

i=1

∑n

j=1
〈vi, vj〉xixj −

1

2

∑n

i=1
〈vi, vj〉x

2
i

=
1

2

(

∑n

i=1

∑n

j=1

∑k

f=1
vif vjf xixj−

∑n

i=1

∑k

f=1
v2if x

2
i

)

=
1

2

∑k

f=1

((

∑n

i=1
vif xi

) (

∑n

j=1
vjf xj

)

−
∑n

i=1
v2if x

2
i

)

=
1

2

∑k

f=1

(

(

∑n

i=1
vif xi

)2
−

∑n

i=1
v2if x

2
i

)

(5)

<vi, vj> represents the inner product of the vectors vi and
vj , and vif represents the f -th component of the vector
vi [40], [41]. After such transformation and decomposition,
it can be solved by Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [42],
The formula is as follows:

∂

∂θ
y (x) =











1, if θ is w0

xi, if θ is wi

xi
∑n

j=1 vjf xj − vif x
2
i , if θ is vif

(6)

The detailed structure of the FM part is shown in Fig. 2:
Before one-hot processing, each feature belongs to a field.

In the Sparse Features section, a field of discrete data after
one-hot encoding contains several columns, while continuous
features remain unchanged or one column corresponds to one
field. The use field can convert the sparse large matrix into
a dictionary and two small matrices during storage, so as
to achieve the purpose of anti-sparseness and save storage
space: the small dictionary adds an index mark to each eigen-
value of the discrete feature. Each continuous feature is only
given one feature index identification; the first small matrix
is the feature index matrix, its length is the sample length, and
each column represents the index identification of the sample
feature value in the dictionary, but here is mainly considered
for one. The sparsity problem caused by hot, one column
replaces all the columns in a field; the second small matrix
is the eigenvalue matrix, which corresponds to the eigen-
value matrix, and stores the eigenvalues of the corresponding
index positions. The recorded discrete eigenvalues are all 1,
instead of 0, and the continuous type stores the original value.
Through the above conversion, it is convenient to find the
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FIGURE 2. FM partial architecture diagram.

FIGURE 3. Partial architecture diagram of Deep.

FIGURE 4. Input vector is converted into a low-dimensional dense vector.

field value of the corresponding feature to participate in the
calculation.
Then introduce the Dense Embedding layer to convert

the discrete vector in the Sparse Features part into a
low-dimensional dense vector. This is the same as the Deep
part, which will be explained below.
The FM layer part corresponds to (2), and the plus cir-

cle corresponds to the first-order feature calculation. In the
figure, it is connected with Sparse Features part by a black
line, and the weight is wi; the cross circle corresponds to
the interactive calculation between each feature, and the red
line represents its connectionwith Dense Embedding that will
use the aforementioned dictionary, feature index matrix, and
feature value matrix to calculate interactive features.
The detailed structure of the Deep part is shown in Fig. 3:
The Deep part is a Neural Network. This part and the FM

part will share the low-dimensional dense vector of the Dense
Embedding part, which is transformed from the input vector
of Sparse Features part. As shown in Fig. 4,
Each field will be transformed through such a fully con-

nected network. Regardless of the length before each field
(the length after one-hot), it will be transformed into a vector
of length k [42]. Note that the vij here is not part of the FM
Hidden vector, but here k is the same length as the hidden
vector, which is convenient for subsequent calculations. All

the transformed low dimensional vectors are merged, that is
a(0) =(e1, e2,. . . , em), as the output of the Dense Embedding
layer and input to the hidden layers.

Since the data processed is medical record-type structured
data, DNN has shown great potential in using Electronic
Health Records (EHR) to construct more accurate healthcare
prediction models [43], so DNN is used as the Deep part of
themodel, the formula is as shown in theWide&Deep section,
the formula for the output layer is

a(H+1) = σ

(

W(H)a(H) + b(H)
)

(7)

H is the number of hidden layers. The circle in the Hidden
Layer part of Figure 2 represents the activation function relu,
and the formula is

f (x) =

{

0, x ≤ 0

x, x > 0
(8)

It can avoid the disappearance of the gradient caused by
the calculation of the sigmoid function. But sigmoid usually
appears in the last layer to get a probability value in the case
of binary classification, the formula is [44]

f (x) =
1

1 + e−x
(9)

Finally, the output of the FM part and the Deep part will
be integrated in the Output Units part, and the result will be
calculated by sigmoid. The formula is:

ŷ = sigmoid
(

yFM + yDeep
)

(10)

The whole process is shown in Fig. 5:
However, in real life, the proportions of information con-

tained in the combination of low-order vectors and high-order
vectors are often different. In this study, a slight improve-
ment was made to DeepFM to solve this problem by assign-
ing different weighted hyper-parameters to linear output,
second-order output and Deep part output respectively, and
the calculation formula of the Output Units part is modified
as follows:

ŷ = sigmoid
(

α ∗ yLinear + β ∗ yCross + γ ∗ yDeep
)

(11)

α,β and γ respectively represent different hyper-parameter
values, yLinear , yCross, and yDeep respectively represent the
linear output of the FM part, the second-order combination
output, and the output of the Deep part. Subsequent experi-
ments will prove that such improvements can improve model
performance in a small range, especially the AUC value.

The IoT solution we propose is as follows: wearable sen-
sors such as bracelets will regularly collect user weight, blood
pressure, cholesterol and other easily changing data, and
transmit it to smart-phones through a lightweight protocol
Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) [45]. There is a
copy of the improved DeepFM model in smart-phone, where
edge calculation will be performed to predict the result. If the
incidence of hepatitis is too high, an alert will be issued to
the user and marked as abnormal. The smart-phone will send
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FIGURE 5. DeepFM architecture diagram.

the test results or abnormal user data to the cloud system, that
is, the centralized cloud, which is stored in the cloud database
for easy viewing by relevant doctors. This will reduce latency
and improve bandwidth, andmake full use of edge computing
power [46].
By doing above approaches, a complete healthcare system

has been completed.

IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT

A. DATA USED

Disease prediction can often be judged from the patient’s
medical history data mining, and many valuable discoveries
are often derived from the modeling and analysis of struc-
tured data. This study uses the data from the preliminaries of
the Smart Calculation 2020 Artificial Intelligence Challenge,
which is a structured data set similar to EHR. It was used
by JPAC Center for Health Diagnosis and Control to assess
national adults in 2008-2009 and 2014-2015. It collected
from two surveys of people. Through visits and research
by professional medical personnel, the data set covers a
wide range of population information and their health status
information, which comes from direct interviews, physical
examinations and blood sample examinations. In order not
to affect the study, all the samples with null values for hep-
atitis were removed. This part only accounts for 0.25% of
the total samples. In order to be consistent with the scene
during the game, the first 6000 pieces of data were used
as the training set, and the last 2763 pieces of data were
used as the test set. This study hopes to determine whether
a patient has hepatitis through structured data prediction and
analysis.
The features are divided into discrete and continuous types,

as shown in Table. 1. After that, the discrete data is labeled
to meet the input requirements of the model; the continu-
ous data needs to be normalized to speed up the learning
speed of the model, especially when the gradient descent
method is selected. Later, different dictionaries and feature
index matrices will be generated for the two, and finally
merged.
Due to the characteristics of DeepFM itself, it does not

need to do feature processing, so the null value only needs
to be filled with −1 instead of additional data cleaning work.
Follow-up experimental results show that for this data set,
feature engineering

TABLE 1. Features of the data set (left: discrete type, right continuous
type).

FIGURE 6. Learning curve of softmax, sigmoid, tanh, and relu activations.

It will not improve the performance of the model, but will
decrease it.

B. DESCRIPTION OF EVALUATION INDICATORS

This experiment is a binary classification prediction
experiment, so AUC and Logistic Loss are used for evalu-
ation. These two evaluation indicators are the same as most
evaluation indicators. The real value or predicted probability
generated by the learner is used as input. For binary classifi-
cation, the probability of each sample in the test set being a
positive example is used as input.
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FIGURE 7. Learning rate curve. (a) range is [0.0001, 0.00901] (with 0.001 as the step size). (b) range is [0.001, 0.002] (with
0.0001 as the step size). (c) range is [0.00201, 0.00209] (with 0.00001 as the step size). (d) range is [0.01, 0.09] (with
0.01 Is the step size).

LogLoss is Logistic Loss, the formula is:

L = −
1

n

∑n

i=1

∑m

j=1
yij log pij (12)

n represents the number of samples, m is the number of
categories, yij represents 1when the i-th sample belongs to the
category j, otherwise it is 0, and pij represents the probability
that the i-th sample is classified as the j-th category [47].
When it is binary classification, the formula is simplified to:

L = −
1

n

∑n

i=1
(yi log pi + (1 − yi) log (1 − pi)) (13)

yi is the true category of the i-th input sample xi, and pi is the
probability of predicting that xi is a positive sample [48]. The

smaller the Logistic Loss, the better, and when it is 0, it is a
perfect classifier.

The accuracy evaluation index is not suitable for samples
with skewness, and the selection of the classification thresh-
old is also a problem that needs to be considered. The AUC
derived from the confusion matrix solves this problem very
well. AUC is actually The top is the area under the Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. ROC is a coordinate
diagram analysis tool. The optimal threshold can be set in
the model. It can remain stable when the number of positive
and negative samples changes. Its graph is based on True
Positive Rate (TP/TP+FN), representing the probability of
dividing an actual positive sample into a positive sample)
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is the vertical axis, and False Positive Rate (FP/FP+TN),
representing the probability of dividing an actual negative
sample into a positive sample) is one of the horizontal axis
curve [49]. The value of AUC is between 0-1, the closer to 1,
the better [50], if it is above 0.85, it is a better classifier.

There are very few samples of hepatitis in the data set used
in the experiment, which belong to the skew category. For
data sets with unbalanced phenomena, AUC is mainly used as
the evaluation index, and as long as the value of Logistic Loss
does not exceed 0.693, it is considered a qualified model.

C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This research uses the deepctr package to implement the
DeepFM model. This package is an easy-to-use and scal-
able deep learning click-through rate prediction algorithm
package developed by Weichen Shen, a computer master
from Zhejiang University and a current Alibaba’s algorithm
engineer. It can quickly build a CTR prediction algorithm
from existing components. model. After testing, the model
will have some randomness. This experiment uses themethod
of averaging multiple times to obtain a more accurate value,
so that the model maintains a few thousandths of stability.
Therefore, the results of multiple runs have a value of one
thousand. The up and down fluctuation of the number is
normal.

This research will first adjust the hyper-parameters of
DeepFM with the learning curve, and add the weight hyper-
parameter improvement scheme, and achieve the best state
through analysis and adjustment, and then compare the AUC
with Logistic Regression, DNN, FNN, and PNN algorithms.

1) HYPER-PARAMETER LEARNING
Initial setting: In order to reduce over-fitting, the l2 reg-

ularization term is added to the first-order feature part and
the second-order feature combination part, the penalty param-
eter is temporarily set to 0.00001, and a Dropout layer is
added after the hidden layers, and the probability setting is
discarded. It is 0.1; the learning rate is set to 0.01; the number
of neurons in the Deep part is 128 and 128, respectively; the
number of iterations is 10, and Mini-batch [51] is set to 128;
Adam optimizer [52] is used for optimization.

Hidden layers activation function: select softmax, sigmoid,
tanh, and relu activation for comparison. Both sigmoid and
relu activation have been introduced above. The formula of
tanh is:

f (x) =
ex − e−x

ex + e−x
(14)

The characteristic of tanh is that the output is cen-
tered at 0, which is faster than sigmoid; softmax is sim-
ilar to sigmoid, and it also outputs a probability value
between 0-1. As shown in the learning curve in Fig. 6,
the AUC value of tanh is about 0.851, softmax is the second
highest, and the values of softmax and tanh in the Logistic
Loss graph are the lowest. Therefore, it is more appropriate
to choose tanh as the activation function of the Deep hidden
layers.

FIGURE 8. Learning curve of the number of neurons in the first hidden
layers. (a) range is [10, 190] (with 20 as the step size). (b) range is [190,
290] (with 20 as the step size).

Learning rate: If the learning rate is too small, it may not be
able to converge to the local optimal value (the neural network
is non-convex). If the learning rate is too small, it will oscillate
around the optimal value, which will never reach the optimal
value. Choosing a suitable learning rate can bemore effective.
Accurately approximate the optimal value.

We are in [0.0001, 0.00901] (with 0.001 as the step size),
[0.001, 0.002] (with 0.0001 as the step size), [0.00201,
0.00209] (with 0.00001 as the step size) and [0.01, 0.09] (with
0.01 as the step length) to test the learning rate in the interval,
as shown in Fig. 7. When the learning rate exceeds 0.01,
the AUC value is too low, and the Logistic Loss increases
from 0.5 to about 2, which is not desirable; the Logistic Loss
before 0.001 drops from 0.55 to 035. These indicate that a
learning rate between 0.001-0.01 is a reasonable range. The
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FIGURE 9. Learning curve of the number of neurons in the second hidden
layers. (a) range is [10, 190] (with 20 as the step size). (b) range is
[190, 290] (with 20 as the step size).

AUC and Logistic Loss curves at 0.001-0.002 have a turning
point, so 0.002 is selected for follow-up learning.
Hidden layers neuron shape: There are 3 layers in the Deep

part, so the number of neurons in the first two layers needs to
be adjusted. The more classic way is to set both to 128. Here
we still adjust. The curve of the first layer is shown in Fig. 8.
It can be seen that around 128 is a more appropriate number
of neurons.
The second layer is shown in Fig. 9. According to these

four graphs, it can be seen that starting from 30, the AUC
curve grows slightly faster, and Logistic Loss also has a
significant decline. AUC continues to grow from 190 to 290,
and the overall Logistic Loss is also positively correlated.
On the whole, the areas near 130 and 190 are better. You can
choose 190 as the number of neurons in the second layer.

FIGURE 10. Learning curve of dropout probability value (range is
[0.0, 0.9], with 0.1 as the step size).

Dropout: As shown in Fig. 10, choose 0.8 that makes the
highest AUC value as the Dropout probability value. At this
time, the AUC value of the model reaches above 0.85 for the
first time.

Weight hyper-parameter improvement: adjust the weight
parameters of FM linear output, second-order combined out-
put, and Deep output. As shown in Fig. 11, it can be seen
that adjusting these three parameters can indeed improve
the model performance, reaching above 0.866. When the
figure a is 0.8 or 1.4, the AUC reaches 0.86625; when the
figure b is 0.8, the AUC reaches 0.86621; when the figure c
is 1.2, the AUC reaches 0.86656. The Logistic Loss is still
around 0.33. The above proves that adding this part of the
improvement can indeed improve the performance of the
model in a smaller range.

2) Model Comparison
DNN and Logistic Regression are different from DeepFM

and require feature engineering processing. We use the mode
to fill the empty value for its discrete features, and the average
value for the continuous type. The two features of Body
Mass Index [53] and Total Cholesterol use formulas to fill
in missing values.

Body Mass Index = Weight (kg) /Height(m2) (15)

TotalCholesterol = (Good Cholesterol+Bad Cholesterol)

(16)

For better and faster convergence of the model, the features
are also normalized.

DNN was introduced earlier. As shown in Fig. 12, increas-
ing the number of layers to more than 4 will not improve,
but will decrease, increasing model complexity. Therefore,
a 3-layer DNN is used here to compare with other models,
and the hyper-parameter values adjusted by the learning curve
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FIGURE 11. Weight hyper-parameter curve. (a) Linear output weight
parameter curve of the FM part. (b) Second-order combined output weight
parameter curve. (c) The output weight parameter curve of the Deep part.

FIGURE 11. (Continued.) Weight hyper-parameter curve. (a) Linear output
weight parameter curve of the FM part. (b) Second-order combined
output weight parameter curve. (c) The output weight parameter curve of
the Deep part.

FIGURE 12. Comparison of DNN layers.

of the 3 layers are listed: the learning rate is 0.00773; the
activation functions of the first two hidden layers are set to
tanh, and the two layers of neural The number of elements are
128 and 139 respectively; because it is binary classification,
the activation function of the output layer is sigmoid; the
number of iterations is 21; in order to prevent over fitting,
both the hidden layers and the output layer are l2 regularized.
Add a Dropout layer with a probability of 0.3 between the
two hidden layers.

Logistic Regression: Logistic Regression is a probabilistic
nonlinear regression model, the formula is sigmoid function,
the difference is that its independent variable is the result
of linear regression [54], that is, the FM model removes the
second-order interactive part, leaving only the linear part. The
model can be expressed as:

P (y = 1|x) =
1

1 + e−g(x)
(17)
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TABLE 2. Comparison table of optimal AUC for 3-layer DNN, Logistic,
DeepFM, FNN, and PNN.

and its loss function is the Logistic Loss two-category form
(Equation 13). Calculated by liblinear, the adjustment param-
eter value is: the number of iterations is 8, and l2 regular-
ization is added. Since the python machine learning package
Scikit-learn is used for implementation, the penalty coeffi-
cient is added to the loss function instead of the regularization
term. The penalty coefficient is set to 16, which is to reduce
the proportion of the regularization term accordingly.
The performance comparison of 3-layer DNN, Logistic,

DeepFM, FNN, and PNN is shown in Table. 2. In fact,
the average AUC of DeepFM is above 0.865, which also
exceeds the average AUC of other models.
After joining the IoT of edge computing, users can be

notified of abnormal situations in time.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we use the FM-based neural network model
that was originally applied to the CTR problem, DeepFM,
to predict the presence or absence of hepatitis in this data
set sample based on the structured data for disease prediction
in the preliminaries of the Smart Calculation 2020 Artificial
Intelligence Challenge. On the issue of probability, the intro-
duction of the Internet of Things mechanism facilitates
remote diagnosis and forms a healthcare system. DeepFM
consists of the FM part and the Deep part, and has the follow-
ing advantages: first, it can learn low-level and high-level fea-
ture interactions at the same time. Second, the FMpart and the
Deep part share the same input and do not require pre-training
and feature engineering. In practical applications, the propor-
tions of low-level feature interaction and high-level feature
interaction information are different. Therefore, we improve
the original model and give different weights to the linear
output, the second-order combined output and the output of
Deep part respectively. Experiments show that the improved
DeepFM is slightly higher in AUC than the original DeepFM,
with an average value of 0.865 ormore, and amaximum value
of 0.8665, and both are higher than the models listed. The
final system can also meet user requirements. The combina-
tion of DeepFM and the Internet of Things is instructive for
disease prediction.

In the future, we will introduce the attention mech-
anism to be applied to the field of disease prediction.
The attention mechanism, that is, Attentional Factorization
Machine (AFM) will learn the importance of each fea-
ture interaction from the data; the high-order cross-factoring
function can model the weights of different interaction
orders [55], so that the model has good interpretabil-
ity, which is also one of our research directions in the
future.
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